Coloring your Campaign
Add colorful details to your campaign world with this brainstorming guide. Conjure up new elements, or add depth and texture to what
you’ve defined already. Use it to add color to individual NPCs, groups, define a culture, the layout of a city, or establish the theme of a
whole campaign.
Broadening? Pick a domain you
haven’t used much.

Aspects of Nature

Human Activity

1

Seasonal Changes

Security, Warfare

2

Landforms, terrain, geology

Connection, Sex, Vice

3

Streams, rivers, lakes

Food, the Hearth

4

Predators, grazers

Games, Play, Fashion

5

Rodents, insects, birds

Agriculture, Industry

6

Wind, rain, Clouds, Atmosphere

Art, Architecture

7

Sun, Light, Temperature

Religion, Learning

8

Trees, plants, Grasses

Rulership, Laws, Mores

Enriching? Add contrasting dynamics to established world facts. This NPC defies the ban
on carrying weapons. Here, the forest is dying
back.

The absence of something is
just as interesting—a region
could be notable for its
complete lack of learning.

Add a dynamic or two.

Trend

Relation

Emotion

What’s happening
over time?

What’s the relationship between
two color elements?

What emotion is influencing choices
made and the state of affairs?

1

Stagnation

Annihilation of/by

Joyful Anticipation

2

Growth

Total embrace of/by

Fearful Anticipation

3

Comfort

Complete Rejection of/by

Traumatic Aftermath

4

Safety

Resistance To/From

Resentment

5

Decay

Obliviousness To

Anger

6

Threat

Overt Domination of

Grief

7

Upheaval

Covert Subversion of/by

Longing

8

Renewal

Transformation of/By

Celebration

Use your creativity to interpret the results.
What is the Annihilation of Warfare by Religion? How does this city express Resentment in
its Architecture? Try out the extremes! How is
the weavers’ guild completely defined by its
obliviousness to rodents? How does this new
element stand in relation to what you've already established?

Describing? How do players perceive
it? It doesn’t count until they do!

Still building? Add more elements in relation to
what you have: how is an NPC defined by the
traumatic aftermath of his rat-eaten clothing?
Give contrasting dynamics to two parts of the
same element: a divided city, some celebrating
the coming spring, others angry.
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Player Sense
1-2

Sight

3-4

Sound

5

Smell

6

Touch

7

Taste

8

Reputation

